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What the anthology does

The Australian artworld first noticed the Papunya Tula painting movement in the early 1980s. To many it was an historical aberration lacking legitimacy because the paintings had seemingly arrived from outside rather than through any internal artworld prerogative.

At this time the Australian artworld was adrift from its familiar moorings and anxiously learning to navigate the cross currents of postmodernism. Most considered the Papunya paintings a distraction, more an exotic curiosity than serious art business. Their poetry, now so striking and inventive, then seemed elusive and fragile, even a sham. In 1982 Graeme Sturgeon worried that they may look superficially the same as traditional Aboriginal art but be, in fact, meaningless decoration. Two years later Elwyn Lynn called them the Claytons of abstract art; what you swallow, rather uncritically, when you have given up Mondrian gin, Follock whisky and Poliakoff vodka; the kind of abstract art you like when you do not like abstract art. Many could not see the new fad lasting. At most it was a wildcard for uncertain times. Those few who sensed a spirit worth gambling on were vindicated. The artworld's hesitant curiosity about Papunya Tula painting quickly became an embrace. It grew into the most significant development of late-twentieth-century Australian art.

By 1990 Aboriginal art had given the Australian artworld a purchase in the emerging postcolonial scene of global contemporary art. Australian cultural criticism and curatorial practice now set the pace, especially when the context was Indigenous art. For the first time Australia seemed ahead of the game; its reception of Aboriginal art was breaking new ground.

The subject of the anthology is not Aboriginal art as such, but the ideas that shaped its artworld reception. The focus is the critical discourse that appeared in art journals mainly, but also in catalogues and books, and very occasionally newspapers. Issues addressed are typical of most writing on fine art, including definitional categories, schools and styles, aesthetics, ethics, reception agendas, tradition and modernity, and social issues such as gender, commercial imperatives and politics. Social and political issues are addressed in their relation to the meaning and reception of the art, and not the wider politics of race and Aboriginality. This is because the latter are not generally a feature of art discourse. Thus there is little discussion of such vexed issues as the contradictions between the beauty of the art and the often appalling conditions in which it was made. Likewise, tabloid headlines about fraud, copyright and other exploitations of artists are rarely addressed.

Despite this focus, the voices represented in the anthology are by no means homogeneous. After all, the artworld consists of often-conflicting discourses, propagated by the different interests of artists, critics, historians, curators, administrators and others. Further, Aboriginal art has, like no other, attracted people from a wide range of
disciplines outside the artworld.

To many readers, anthropologists will appear over-represented in an anthology purportedly on the artworld. However, this is for good reason: their voices have been amongst the most persistent and authoritative in the artworld reception of Aboriginal art. Before 1980 scholarly study of Aboriginal art was almost wholly the domain of anthropologists, and the stimulus created by the artworld's embrace of Aboriginal art in the 1980s encouraged anthropologists to further extend their study. Art and aesthetics became a growing field within the discipline. On the other hand, art historians did not greet these developments as a new opportunity. Very few Australian art historians have researched Aboriginal art in any substantial way, despite its prominence in artworld discourse.

Before the mid-1980s Aboriginal voices were unusual in artworld discourse. Their inclusion in this anthology is not an attempt to represent the other side, as it were, but to accurately reflect their presence in the artworld since 1980. They are not intended to represent 'the Aboriginal' point of view, but, like the other writers, are taken as part of the artworld mix—a mix that is increasingly intercultural and interdisciplinary. Today there are many Aboriginal voices in the artworld, and, as this anthology shows, they have many different things to say.

Aboriginal art has invariably been taken to mean the art of Aborigines living in remote communities—sometimes, but with decreasing frequency, called 'traditional' or 'classical' Aboriginal art. While most Aboriginal artists come from such communities, since the 1970s most Aborigines have lived in urban centres. A feature of this period has been the emergence of a significant group of urban-based artists, so that today the term 'Aboriginal art' refers to a large range of very different art styles and forms not imagined possible before 1980. This diversity might seem to preclude such a thing as an Aboriginal art movement. Yet, as Michael A. O’Ferrall wrote in 1989, despite their differences, Aboriginal artists ‘are closely linked with a concern to explore their physical and emotional worlds from a conscious and coherent Aboriginal point of view.’ Here, difference is the basis of inclusion rather than exclusion, which is also a feature of global contemporary art.

In providing snapshots of the artworld’s critical reception of this seminal period in Aboriginal contemporary art, the anthology should lay the ground for its considered evaluation. As editor I have sought to trace the shifting debates and ideas rather than arrive at a final judgement. To achieve this, the anthology collects texts that focus on ideas and theories that have shaped the artworld reception of Aboriginal art. This is a quite different subject from most publications on Aboriginal art. Publishers have, understandably, invested great effort into compiling important primary research, describing and explicating particular aspects of Aboriginal art production, documenting the achievements and aims of individual artists and communities, and providing useful overviews. By contrast, this anthology is an overview of the artworld’s intellectual
attempts to explain Aboriginal art as contemporary art. My choice of texts aims to convey the texture and diversity of the artworld’s thinking, and to give shape to the debates and currents those texts generated in the artworld.

By focusing on the artworld’s reception, the anthology inevitably gives the artworld a greater role in the success of Aboriginal art than it perhaps deserves. The artworld’s initial response to the new Papunya Tula painting was noteworthy for its resistance. Nevertheless, the changes that have occurred in the Australian artworld since its embrace of Aboriginal art as contemporary art are truly remarkable. Perhaps no other sphere was more changed by the ascendancy of Aboriginal art.

In compiling this anthology, I sought to create an account that could be read from start to finish. The thematic sections, designed as autonomous narratives, tell a series of interconnected stories that together weave a coherent— though not comprehensive—picture of the artworld’s infatuation with Aboriginal art. The only way I could conceive of achieving this in a readable way was to select concise, well-formulated excerpts from a large range of texts. Comprising nearly 150 excerpts (some less than 100 words, others up to 1800), the anthology provides a cross-section of the ideas that have percolated through the artworld since 1980. The disadvantage of this approach is that fine-grained subtleties in the original investigations and arguments may be lost. Hopefully the anthology is a portal that will encourage readers to return to the original texts.


2 Elwyn Lynn, 'Aboriginal works come to the fore', The Weekend Australian magazine, 26–29 January 1984, p. 12.
